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Recent legislation opening commercial operations to small drones, also known as Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs)
under 55 lbs, is leading to increased use across many facets of society including ﬁrst responders, news agencies,
commercial entities, and hobbyists. However, the widespread use of such systems will be limited unless a few
key hurdles are overcome, namely improved usability and support for safe operation in dynamic environments.
To this end, we present the Collision and Obstacle Detection and Alerting (CODA) display, a novel interface that
enables safe piloting of MAVs with a mobile device in obstacle-dense real-world settings. We describe the system
design, architecture, and development. In addition, we present observations from a proof-of-concept technical
demonstration and an empirical study with minimally-trained users. Results showed that CODA reduced collisions and improved operator awareness of obstacle proximity, conﬁdence going around corners and perceived
performance in avoiding walls and obstacles.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in drone technology have resulted in widespread
ﬁeld use for a variety of military and civilian applications. For example,
smaller vehicles, called Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs), also known as
drones, have been utilized for visual search tasks in rugged, potentially
dangerous environments to ﬁnd missing persons as well as to monitor
wildﬁres (Adams et al., 2009; Goodrich et al., 2009). Although the term
MAV originally referred to a vehicle less than six inches in diameter, it
can now refer to a broader range of small drone systems.
For these smaller, portable unmanned vehicle systems (UAVs), the
paradigm has shifted from one where a pilot (or team of operators)
controls a vehicle remotely from thousands of miles away to one where
the person on the ground can directly use the system's capabilities in a
local area. The user interface technology has also shifted toward small,
portable handheld devices (Funk, 2018; Merrell, 2018; Williams, 2007).
By allowing the user to obtain immediate and current information
about his or her surroundings, such systems are ideal for local observation and surveillance tasks, whether on the battleﬁeld, in a disaster area, or for scientiﬁc observation.
Recent legislation has opened commercial operations to small
drones under 55 lbs (14 CFR 107, 2016) so there is increasing use of
these systems in the civilian sector. Organizations such as ﬁrst
⁎

responders, news agencies, commercial entities, and hobbyists have
expressed interest in taking advantage of the capabilities drones oﬀer.
However, the widespread use of MAV systems will be limited unless a
few key hurdles are overcome, namely improved usability and support
for safe operation in dynamic environments. This paper addresses these
challenges.
In this paper, we extend previous work on MAV user interfaces by
presenting techniques for supporting obstacle awareness and collision
avoidance using visual and haptic mechanisms on a small mobile device. We introduce the Collision and Obstacle Detection and Avoidance
(CODA) system which incorporates these techniques in a working MAV
controller. We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach through the
design and development of an actual system that assists MAV users in
preventing collisions in real-world environments with only three minutes of training. A technical demonstration is discussed that shows how
CODA can be integrated into an existing user interface on a mobile
device, and support navigation and visual search tasks in a real-world
outdoor environment.
Lastly, empirical results from a user evaluation study with 35 participants provide evidence that CODA can make users more aware of
their proximity to obstacles and result in fewer crashes in people who
had mastered the task. In addition, this study found that scores on a
mental rotation test were predictive of the number of collisions
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the oﬀ-screen location. The triangles can be rotated until the overlap is
avoided, and this was shown to increase accuracy over Halo in a user
study. Canyon was proposed as another approach for showing oﬀ-screen
information by using a folded paper metaphor, but was designed for
large displays without screen size limitations (Ion et al., 2013).
For augmented reality displays, designs have been proposed for oﬀscreen objects including small mini-maps and arrows directly on the
main display (Schinke et al., 2010). However, these take up valuable
screen real estate and have mainly been studied for informing users of
points of interest and not for obstacle avoidance. Aroundplot takes 3D
spherical coordinates and maps them to a 2D orthogonal ﬁsheye where
they are shown as simple dots in the periphery. These augmented
reality designs show beneﬁts of having display components directly on
the real-world view, but none were designed for a moving object with
collision avoidance as the goal.
To support collision and obstacle awareness and avoidance, it is
necessary to represent both direction and distance of oﬀ-screen obstacles during real-time navigation of a MAV, without increasing an
operator's mental workload. Such an interface should also not dramatically increase required training. By presenting this information to
operators in an intuitive, embedded way that does not increase mental
workload, the system could improve the eﬀectiveness of operators and
lead to further adoption of UAVs and MAVs in a wider range of applications.

occurring during the mission. With this work, we advance understanding of how to make MAV systems usable enough to operate safely,
eﬀectively, and consistently, in order to facilitate wider adoption of
MAV technology.
2. Background
As drone usage moves from highly trained individuals in the military to everyday users in the real world, the user interface needs to have
minimal training requirements, especially since the FAA does not require any special training for commercial drone operation (14 CFR 107,
2016). A recent study demonstrated that by leveraging automation in
the system, operators with only three minutes of training and practice
could eﬀectively use a MAV to accomplish visual surveillance tasks in
both a controlled lab environment (Pitman and Cummings, 2012) and a
more realistic outdoor ﬁeld environment (et al., 2012). This demonstrates the potential of a well-designed user interface in enabling wider
use of MAVs.
However, these earlier tests occurred in a structured environment
with no obstacles, and software boundaries were set up to prevent
crashes and constrain the vehicle to the experiment area. In a realworld scenario, such constraints are not feasible, as the environment
may not be known in advance or may contain dynamic obstacles that
the user would need to avoid. Most MAV systems lack the capability to
detect objects in the environment and rely solely on operator skill to
avoid collisions. A few models of small commercial MAVs have some
on-board obstacle avoidance technology, including stereoscopic camera
vision, LIDAR, and infrared sensors. However, such technologies are
notoriously unreliable and lacking in explicit feedback to the operator
to aid them in adjusting their ﬂight path accordingly (Braasch, 2016;
Snow, 2016).
MAVs are used in many operations requiring ﬂight in close proximity to existing structures, such as during the assessment of structural
damage of buildings and bridges after a disaster. In these cases, typical
autonomous collision avoidance, which limits the MAVs movement,
may not be feasible or desirable. Per the FAA regulations, the vast
majority of ﬂights are limited to the operator's visual line-of-sight. The
skill and attention required to maintain a safe standoﬀ distance while
correcting for wind deviations and avoiding obstacles can cause increased stress and fatigue in the user, which is only exacerbated by
unreliable obstacle detection systems (Murphy et al., 2008). For MAV
systems to successfully operate in obstacle-dense areas, unknown battleﬁeld environments, or constrained indoor spaces, they must have the
ability to cope with uncertainty and unexpected obstacles. These requirements will become even more important as companies desire to
move to beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS) operations. Thus, user interfaces
that actively support collision avoidance are essential for eﬀective operation, and the key to future operations.
The challenge is integrating additional information about potential
obstacles into the users’ display without aﬀecting the usability of the
interface. For most MAVs, the small form factor and portability of a
mobile display provides a key advantage but limits the display size and
screen real estate. Prior work has explored approaches for displaying
oﬀ-screen information. For example, Halo overlays arcs on a small
screen to indicate oﬀ-screen objects on a street map, inspired by a
streetlamp metaphor (Baudisch and Rosenholtz, 2003). The arc size,
shape, and translucency are mapped to the distance of the oﬀ-screen
object so that closer objects have smaller, more curved arcs that are
almost opaque. By using a simple arc, the main task screen is not obscured signiﬁcantly by the oﬀ-screen indicators. However, for obstacle
avoidance, it is desired that imminent collisions have the most salient
features. This might not be the case with Halo, since further objects
have larger representations on the screen. Wedge is a similar visualization technique that was proposed to overcome challenges with
overlapping arcs that clutter the interface (Gustafson et al., 2008). Instead of arcs, an acute isosceles triangle is used, where the tip maps to

3. CODA user interface
Results from extensive testing of MAV control in both indoor and
outdoor (Cummings et al., 2012; Pitman and Cummings, 2012) testing
environments were analyzed, including objective performance metrics
and subjective responses from MAV operators. While these preliminary
studies showed that participants with no experience and about three
minutes of training could navigate to locate targets, several observations were made about areas needing further exploration.
During outdoor studies, the ﬂight area was an open ﬁeld with an
invisible software barrier to constrain the vehicle to the test area, as
well as a physical tether. This was done for safety purposes, and is
common in systems that have the ability to autonomously avoid obstacles and limit the motion of the vehicle. However, the operators
became frustrated when they did not have the information conveyed in
the controller as to why the system either was not able to respond or
was intentionally altering the desired inputs for safety.
In addition, observations indicated that operators need to be aware
of objects outside of the ﬁeld of view. Because a quadrotor MAV is
capable of motion in any direction (not just in the forward direction), it
is possible to collide with an obstacle that is not in the ﬁeld of view.
While completing a visual task of reading a sign, participants would
often move the vehicle side-to-side to align to the proper viewing angle.
In a more constrained environment, this could be disastrous to the
vehicle if obstructions are present outside the ﬁeld of view presented to
the users.
These observations motivated the need for obstacle awareness,
leading to the development of a set of requirements for an obstacle
avoidance display and guided the design of a display. The requirements
were distilled into the following: (1) The display must warn the user of
potential collisions in the vicinity, both within and outside the ﬁeld of
view, (2) The display must show information about location and distance of potential obstacles, (3) The display must integrate eﬀectively
into an existing display on a mobile handheld device, to enable the
operator to stay focused on the primary navigation task while maintaining obstacle awareness.
To meet this last requirement, the resulting CODA interface was
designed to operate on a mobile device, which could be a handheld
tablet or a smartphone, due to its portability, functionality, and commercial availability. This device would serve as the hardware platform
for controlling the MAV, and many commercial drones have just such
2
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Fig. 3. The MAV interface supports tilt commands where tilting the interface
forward and to the left would command the MAV to move in that direction. The
dot indicates the direction of the tilt or “nudge” command. Here, the CODA
display is integrated into this interface to indicate obstacles detected on both
the left and right.

Fig. 1. Alerting structure with three thresholds (3, 1.7 and 1 m), corresponding
to distances from the vehicle. Distances were chosen that gave the highest
signal to noise detection threshold, but could be adjusted per the capabilities of
the onboard sensors.

control devices.
In order to meet the ﬁrst CODA requirement of warning the operator
of a potential collision, we assumed that the system would be equipped
with one or more sensors that provided information about objects in a
two-dimensional plane. Some distance sensors, like a laser rangeﬁnder,
can return many distance measurements every second, which may
cause information overload if displayed to the user directly. To simplify
the information presented to the operator and in keeping with wellestablished human factors alerting research principles that recommend
a staged caution-warning-danger alerting approach for dynamic alerts
(Wickens et al., 2004; Wogalter, 2006), the alert system had three
stages (Fig. 1) which transition the user from a lower-priority caution
stage at 3 m, to a medium-priority warning stage at 1.7 m, to the
highest-priority danger phase at 1 m. At 3 m, operators need to know
they are near an obstacle, but not in immediate danger. At 1 m, operators are at high risk for a collision, so they need to act immediately
to prevent a collision. These distances were chosen because they gave
the highest signal-to-noise detection threshold, but they could be adjusted per the capabilities of the onboard sensors. The visual indicators
dual-code each threat level using size and opacity, in that the indicators
become larger and more opaque as the threat level increases (Fig. 2).
This staged approach allows operators to immediately asses the threat
environment and adjust their responses accordingly.
The theme of redundant coding was used through CODA, and understanding that the system should not rely solely on visual alerts,
especially if the lighting conditions changed, other modalities of
alerting were explored. While auditory alerts may be useful in certain
settings, they were not explored here because they would not be effective in noisy environments, which are common in MAV operations,
and may even be harmful to the goals of the mission (e.g. if the system
is used for covert surveillance). Thus, we explored haptic feedback to

complement the visual display. The haptic alert is triggered when the
user enters the highest alert threshold (Danger), and occurs simultaneously with the appearance of the largest visual display indicator. The
alert used the standard vibration supported by iOS4, which consists of a
single vibration of ﬁxed intensity, which occurs for a duration of approximately 1.5 s. While diﬀerent repetitions could have been employed for the diﬀerent alert levels, users during pilot testing described
the alert as “startling” and disruptive to operation. As a result, it was
most eﬀective to incorporate a single vibration at the onset of the
highest alert level, where disrupting the current course of action is
necessary to avoid a collision.
Along with the initial alert that appears on the screen, a circle also
appears with the assumption the MAV is at the center. In this circle are
a triangle and two arcs, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The triangle precisely
indicates the obstacle location, and the arcs increase in size and salience
as the distance to the obstacle decreases, without obscuring the main
control interface. Due to the limited screen size, the indicators are
overlaid on the camera image instead of positioned elsewhere. The
visual alert indicators are placed on the top of the navigation circle,
rather than at the edge of the screen, which allows them to be more
central to the ﬁeld of view.

4. Study 1: proof-of-concept technical demonstration
For the purpose of demonstration and experimentation, the CODA
interface was integrated into the Micro Aerial Vehicle Visualization of
Unexplored Environments (MAV-VUE) interface, an iPhone-based application that could be used by a minimally-trained operator to accomplish local surveillance tasks. For a full description, the reader
should refer to (Pitman and Cummings, 2012). The screen is 2-inches by

Fig. 2. Examples of the CODA display for various environmental conditions with the obstacle location (below) and resulting indicator (above).
3
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Fig. 4. MAVVUE waypoint control interface.

are given by tilting the device in the desired direction of motion, with
the degree of tilt corresponding to the magnitude of the input. Rotational commands require a one-ﬁngered swiping motion around the
circle in the center of the display. Altitude commands involve a
pinching motion, where the magnitude of the resulting command is
proportional to the size of the pinching input. In all three cases, the
interface provides visual feedback that the desired inputs have been
received.

3-inches, so screen real estate is limited. The system has audio capabilities, and can play a number of built-in alert tones along with an
unlimited number of sound ﬁles, but is volume-limited.
MAV-VUE has two modes of control. The waypoint control interface
supports high-level control of the vehicle (Fig. 4). Users place waypoints at desired locations by tapping on the screen, and the MAV autonomously traverses to the locations in the order of creation. This high
level of automation results in low pilot workload while the vehicle
travels to the target, and the operator may attend to other tasks. The
inset camera view (top right corner) provides the view from the MAV
camera, and is meant to provide high level situation awareness while
the vehicle is in transit.
The nudge control mode allows for ﬁne-tuned position inputs once
the vehicle reaches an area of interest (Fig. 5). This mode, which is
where CODA would be overlaid, allows an operator to explore an unknown area out of his or her line-of-sight, relying on visual feedback
from the device. The user gives ﬂight controls through natural gesture
inputs. To enable the controls, the user presses the ‘dead-man switch',
which is a type of fail-safe that requires constant active input to remain
active and prevents unintentional control commands from aﬀecting the
system. While holding this switch, translational movement commands

5. Method
As an initial proof-of-concept step, we conducted a sample task
scenario in an outdoor environment to ensure the platform functioned
as intended. The MAV-VUE interface with CODA embedded was used to
control a quadrotor helicopter, the Ascending Technologies (AscTec)
Pelican, which can carry up to 500 g of payload in addition to its builtin autopilot, inertial measurement unit sensors, and global positioning
system (GPS) receiver. The Pelican was equipped with a Hokuyo UTM30X laser scanner, which uses a rotating single point laser to sweep out
an arc in the horizontal plane. The sensor has a 270-degree ﬁeld of view
and a maximum range of 30 m.

Fig. 5. MAVVUE nudge control interface.
4
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7. Results
We established that obstacle data was successfully transmitted from
the onboard LIDAR sensors to the CODA interface in real time, via the
ground station, with all components running in full operational mode.
The lag experienced ranged from 0.25 to 0.75 s for the control inputs
and from 0.5 to 1.5 s for the video and CODA display. The CODA interface successfully represented the obstacles in the mobile display so
that the user could take advantage of this information during operation.
The two users successfully navigated the vehicle through the outdoor
environment without collisions.
As shown by the ﬂight paths in Fig. 8, both participants were able to
navigate through the corridor and turn the corner, although both did
drift into the ‘no-ﬂy zones’. The zones included a buﬀer around the
actual obstacle, and no actual collisions occurred in either case. This is
due not to the interface, but due to limitations in the hardware platform
and its sensing capability. The Pelican relied on GPS for position control, and GPS accuracy alone is not suﬃcient for maneuvering around
buildings and structures. With the MAV, we saw position drift of two to
four meters, which increased if the windspeed was greater than 8 mph.
Given the scale of the course, this could easily cause the system to drift
into an obstacle. Additionally, the “no-ﬂy zones” were calibrated using
GPS, and the locations would drift over the course of the test ﬂight. This
had two eﬀects: (1) The obstacles would no longer be within the zones,
causing potential collisions, and (2) The drift would cause ‘obstacles’
where a clear path existed. Further development is needed on the
hardware and sensors to increase robustness and improve repeatability
of the setup in order to isolate usability problems of the interface from
technology and system limitations.
Despite these challenges, this proof-of-concept real-world demonstration conﬁrmed that the CODA design was a viable option for future
MAV operations in ﬂight environments with potentially threatening
obstacles. We showed that the interface can be successfully integrated
in the real world operational environment and receive data from onboard sensors to adapt its display accordingly. Since this paper focuses
not on development and improvement of sensor hardware, which will
continue to improve, but on the CODA collision avoidance user interface, we developed a simulation environment to be used for repeatable
studies to explore whether the CODA display has an eﬀect on MAV
operation. The user evaluation of the interface using this simulation is
described below.

Fig. 6. Map of ﬁeld layout for outdoor proof-of-concept demonstration.

The quadrotor MAV used a 2.4 GHz XBee radio to communicate
with a server program running on a MacBook Pro. The quadrotor's
onboard computer had an Atom board processor. Onboard computation, communication, and processing used the Robot Operating System
(ROS) framework (Quigley et al., 2009). ROS collected data from the
Hokuyo laser scanner and the AscTec autopilot, sent control commands
to the autopilot, and transmitted and received data through the XBee
serial interface. A 2.4 GHz analog video transmitter was used to send
the video feed from the forward-facing onboard camera to the ground
based receiver, where the analog video feed is converted to discrete
JPEG frames by an external video capture card attached to the server
computer. The frames were then sent to the iPhone via UDP.

6. Task description
To demonstrate the feasibility of the system, a simple course with
obstacles was set up outdoors on an athletic ﬁeld, and the layout is
shown in Fig. 6. Obstacles were constructed using soccer goals with
plastic tarps to create a solid reﬂecting surface for the LIDAR sensors
(Fig. 7). Although the system had obstacle sensing capabilities, “no-ﬂy
zones” were implemented in the software (in the white boxes in Fig. 6)
to prevent damage to the vehicle. These zones were calibrated at the
beginning of each test session using the GPS locations of the obstacles
since these locations can drift over time. The two demonstration participants were instructed to take oﬀ, navigate down the corridor, turn to
the left, and land. Participants were located on an adjacent ﬁeld to the
ﬂight area and could not see the vehicle during the task. The user relied
solely on the iPhone interface for feedback about the environment
during the ﬂight.

8. Study 2: user evaluation
In order to test the eﬀectiveness of the CODA display in a more
rigorous and controlled setting, a user evaluation was conducted. The
experiment involved navigating a simulated MAV through a simulated
indoor course (Fig. 10). The objectives of this experiment were to assess
whether the addition of the CODA display would objectively improve
performance and examine how the display impacted user experience.
8.1. Experimental design
The experimental factor was the presence of the CODA interface. In
the control condition, participants interacted with the vehicle via the
original MAV-VUE interface (Pitman and Cummings, 2012) without the
CODA display. In the experimental condition, participants used the
CODA display integrated with the MAV-VUE system. The experiment
was within subjects, with each participant completing the visual search
tasks for both conditions. The setup was also counterbalanced, with half
of the participants completing the control condition ﬁrst and half
completing the experimental condition ﬁrst.
8.2. Experimental task

Fig. 7. View of outdoor environment with MAV centered at takeoﬀ location.

To assess the eﬀectiveness of the system for a simulated indoor
5
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Fig. 8. Flight paths from outdoor pilot testing with two participants in the outdoor environment. The dotted lines represent the no-ﬂy zones.

predeﬁned settings ﬁle includes the robot structure, a forward-facing
camera, and a ground-truth sensor. In order to mimic the capabilities of
the Pelican-based hardware platform, the existing settings ﬁle was
augmented with a range scanner with range and resolution properties
identical to the Hokuyo UTM-30X. The simulation engine ran on a Dell
desktop computer running Windows XP. The USARSim version used
was compatible with Unreal Tournament 2004. Screenshots from the
simulation were sent over the network as low-quality JPEG images.
Communication between USARSim and MAVServer occurred via local
wired ethernet with network communications routed through a wired/
wireless router.
For each condition, the participant had to complete two visual
search tasks, which involved locating a sign on the wall of the environment and reading the word on the sign aloud to the experimenter,
which was “FINISH,” “DONE,” or “END.”
Fig. 10 displays the layout for the practice and test courses with
dimensions. Participants were instructed to visit the tasks in the speciﬁed order. Although the target indicators were in the same general
area on the map, participants were told that the targets might not be in
exactly the same place in both trials. Additionally, the words printed on
the visual targets were diﬀerent in each condition so that the participants could not rely on memory when reading the targets.
If a participant crashed into a wall, the vehicle would be reset at the
‘save-point’ location corresponding to the most recently crossed
threshold. The thresholds and ‘save-points’ were manually placed in
roughly even spacing, just before areas that were likely to cause crashes
(i.e. turning a corner, entering or exiting the room). Due to the time
necessary to reset the simulator, the restart process took approximately
three seconds. Once restarted, the participant needed to take oﬀ, reorient themselves, and continue on the mission.

search mission, experimental tasks were constructed which consisted of
locating and observing visual targets in the simulation environment.
The simulation was conﬁgured to mimic the capabilities of the
hardware platform as closely as possible. Uniﬁed System for
Automation and Robot Simulation (USARSim) provided a suitable simulation environment with built-in vehicle and sensor conﬁgurations
(Lewis et al., 2007). The platform is built on the Unreal Tournament
Engine and has been previously used in the RoboCup Urban Search and
Rescue Challenge. Fig. 9 shows an example screenshot of the simulated
indoor environment with the CODA interface. The vehicle used in the
simulation was the AirRobot, an existing robot in the USARSim program that is modeled after a real system developed by AirRobot Gmbh
& Co. The AirRobot is a quadrotor vehicle with a diameter of 1 m. The

Fig. 9. Example of CODA indicator display in a simulated indoor hallway, as
was used in the user evaluation.
6
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Fig. 10. Indoor course map.

8.3. Data collection

8.6. Control strategy metrics

The telemetry data from each ﬂight as well as each participant's
command inputs were logged as text ﬁles on the MacBook computer.
All of the simulated onboard video frames were recorded to the
MacBook and saved as time-stamped JPEG image ﬁles to allow postﬂight reconstruction from the participant's perspective. An external
video camera recorded the participant's interactions with the device.
The experimenter took notes during testing and during the post-ﬂight
interview to record observations and additional comments from each
participant.

The nudge control inputs for each participant were recorded, both
with and without the addition of CODA. This data reveals information
about how hard the participants had to work to control the system as
well as any underlying control strategies that emerged.

• Number of nudge controls: The number of nudge controls required

8.4. Dependent variables

•

The dependent variables analyzed can be separated into the following categories: performance metrics, control strategy metrics, and
qualitative metrics. These are detailed below.
8.5. Performance metrics

• Task completion: A primary metric of interest was task completion,
•

•

or how many participants could complete the mission in the allotted
time in each experimental condition.
Number of collisions: The ability to navigate a course without hitting obstacles is key to completing a mission successfully. Collisions
occurred when a participant crashed into a wall. In the simulation,
participants were alerted to an impending collision but were not
prevented from actually hitting the wall. The hypothesis is that
fewer crashes would occur with the CODA display, since it provides
extra warning.
Task completion time: It was hypothesized that the CODA display
would help participants complete the course in a shorter amount of
time. Overall task completion time was measured as the time from
initial takeoﬀ to ﬁnal landing after viewing both targets. For participants who did not complete both tasks, completion time was
capped at seven minutes (the maximum allotted time), and these
participants were not included in the ﬁnal analysis. Task completion
time did not include the server reset time after each crash.

•

to complete the mission were recorded for the two experiment
conditions. This provides a proxy measure for workload, measuring
how many commands were required to complete the speciﬁed task.
The hypothesis was that the CODA display would decrease the
number of control inputs required to complete the tasks by allowing
operators to navigate more eﬃciently.
Magnitude of nudge controls: In previous work (Pitman and
Cummings, 2012), correlations existed between nudge control
commands and performance metrics, which led to the conclusion
that smaller, more consistent inputs correlated with higher task
performance. In this study, the hypothesis was that this correlation
would still exist, and that the CODA display might cause a notable
diﬀerence in control strategy. Although the participant perceives
nudge control commands as velocity inputs, each command actually
sends a waypoint to the vehicle, so the magnitude of the command is
measured as the distance between the current location and the
commanded waypoint.
Total path length: The total path length travelled to complete the
course was analyzed. The hypothesis was that the presence of the
CODA display would aﬀect the path length, because participants
would not cut corners and would take a path that stayed further
away from obstacles since they would be more aware of them. Path
length included the cumulative path traveled from initial takeoﬀ to
ﬁnal landing, including segments generated by multiple attempts
after crashing.

8.7. Qualitative measures
Subjective feedback was collected using a survey administered at
the end of each trial, consisting of Likert-scale questions for multiple
categories relating to usability and preferences. Categories consisted of
user conﬁdence, perceived diﬃculty of the task, awareness of obstacle
7
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of 0.05 is used for determining signiﬁcance.

proximity, perceived performance, frustration, time pressure, and understanding of the interface. In addition, the experimenter conducted
an interview at the conclusion of both ﬂight tasks. Field notes were also
taken throughout the experiment.

10.2. Task completion
Of the 35 participants, twenty-one performed the same in both experiment conditions. Of these, twelve were successful in both trials, and
nine participants could not complete either trial. Overall, there were no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the experiment conditions in terms of
task completion. Six participants performed better with the CODA
display, ﬁnding both targets compared to none in the control condition.
Eight participants performed better in the control condition. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence in mental rotation test scores was found between the
participants who were able to complete both tasks (M = 12.8, SE =1.1)
and those who were not (M = 9.00, SE = 0.80), t(22)=2.82, p=0.01, r
=0.512.

8.8. Procedure
The experiment ran between 50 and 75 min for each participant,
depending on how long the participant took to complete the ﬂight
tasks. One of two researchers conducted the experiment following the
same protocol. Participants completed a consent form and a demographic survey, and then were briefed on the interface and the functions
of each of the controls. The experimenter then demonstrated how to use
each of the controls by interacting with the simulation in the practice
course. This demonstration phase took approximately three minutes.
Participants were allotted three minutes to ﬂy through the practice
course and test out the controls. Participants were also instructed to
crash into a wall in order to see the system reset behavior. A time of
three minutes was selected to mirror the practice time given with earlier versions of the MAV-VUE interface (Pitman and Cummings, 2012).
Participants could ask questions during this stage.
For both test ﬂights, the participant had seven minutes to ﬁnd two
visual targets in the real course. During this test portion, the experimenter did not answer any questions or give any advice. Following the
completion of each experiment condition, the participant was asked to
ﬁll out an evaluation questionnaire. Once the participant completed
both conditions, the experimenter conducted a brief verbal interview to
get general subjective feedback from the participant.
Finally, the participants completed the two pencil-and-paper spatial
tests, the Mental Rotation Test (MRT) (Vandenberg and Kuse, 1978)
and the Perceptive-Taking Spatial Orientation Test (PTSOT)
(Hegarty and Waller, 2004; Kozhevnikov and Hegarty, 2001). The MRT
measures spatial visualization capabilities by asking participants to
compare three-dimensional rotations of an object. The version used in
this research is a reconstructed version, since the original version has
been lost due to deterioration of the existing copies (Peters et al., 1995).
A higher score on the MRT represents higher performance.
The PTSOT measures perspective-taking abilities by asking participants to visualize themselves in a given reference frame. The test is
scored by adding together the error in each answer, so a lower score on
the PTSOT represents higher performance.
These tests were completed at the end of the session to reduce the
risk of task performance impacts based on perceived performance on
the spatial tests.

10.3. Collision avoidance, nudge controls, completion time and path length
For participants who completed the task, a two-way mixed ANOVA
with the CODA display as a factor, blocked by experimenter, showed a
main eﬀect of the CODA display on the number of crashes F
(1,34) = 8.16, p = 0.007, f = 0.79. We blocked on experimenter since
training was potentially aﬀected by the person demonstrating the
system. There was no signiﬁcant eﬀect of the experimenter on any
measure and no interaction eﬀect. In addition, the display did not
signiﬁcantly aﬀect any of the other performance measures (nudge
control count, completion time or path length). However, with the
CODA display, 9 of the 35 participants did not crash at all, compared to
only four in the control condition. Only two participants managed to
complete the mission in both experiment conditions without crashing.
Given that additional practice could improve ﬂying skills and lower
the probability of crashing, it is important to examine whether a
learning eﬀect was present between the ﬁrst and second trial. However,
based on a paired t-test, there was no signiﬁcant learning eﬀect on the
number of crashes between the experiment trials (MT1=2.63,
SET1=0.38; MT2=2.89, SET2=0.46, p>0.05). In support of the previous results that showed the potential predictive ability of the mental
rotation test, there was a marginal moderate negative correlation between participants’ mental rotation scores and number of crashes for
the experimental condition with the CODA display (Pearson
Correlation = −0.329, p = 0.053). Thus, those participants with
higher MRT scores had fewer crashes.
10.4. Subjective measures

9. Participants

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Z) was used to assess whether any of
the subjective Likert-scale responses were signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the
introduction of the CODA display. This test was used because the Likert
data is not from a normal distribution and so non-parametric methods
are required. There were signiﬁcant diﬀerences in several of the measures (Table 1).
The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test showed a signiﬁcant increase in
conﬁdence in navigating around corners when the CODA display was
present (Z=2.13, p=0.040, r = 0.25). In addition, there was a signiﬁcant increase in obstacle proximity awareness when the CODA display was present, in general (Z=3.42, p<0.00, r = 0.41) as well as
when turning corners (Z=2.30, p=0.023, r = 0.27), approaching the
doorway (Z=3.27, p<0.001, r = 0.39), and entering the room
(Z=3.48, p<0.001, r = 0.42). There was a marginally signiﬁcant increase when in the straight hallway (Z=1.91, p=0.074, r = 0.23) and
when locating the target (Z=1.86, p=0.071, r = 0.22). There was also
a signiﬁcant increase in self-report assessment of performance when
avoiding obstacles and walls (Z=2.49, p=0.013, r = 0.30).
Three participants commented on the shape or design of the alert,
remarking that the triangle portion of the indicator made sense, but that
the “arms” got in the way as they took too much space and made the

For this experiment, 47 participants were recruited from a northeastern U.S. university undergraduate population. Of these, twelve had
to be excluded from the quantitative data analysis for logging issues or
bugs in the simulation. The 35 participants used in the analysis were
between the ages of 18–47 (M=23 yrs, SD=6.4 yrs). Self-reported
video game usage varied with 5 people never playing, 20 people
playing monthly, 7 weekly, 3 frequently and 0 extreme players. Selfreported iPhone comfort varied from 1 to 5 (on a 5-point scale, where 1
is ‘little comfort’ and 5 as ‘most comfort’), with two people rating
themselves as 1 or 2, 5 people rating themselves as a 3, and 28 rating
themselves as 4 or 5.
10. User evaluation results
10.1. Analysis of primary performance metrics
The following section describes the analysis of the performance
metrics, including task completion, collision avoidance, mission completion time and total path length. Unless otherwise stated, an α value
8
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Table 1
Diﬀerences in subjective responses between the CODA condition and the control condition. Signiﬁcant results are indicated by bold.
Question

1. How conﬁdent were you while navigating the MAV? (No Conﬁdence, Minimal Conﬁdence, Somewhat
Conﬁdent, Mostly Conﬁdent, Absolutely Conﬁdent)
• Overall
• In a straight line
• Around corners
• Through a narrow doorway
2. How diﬃcult was it to navigate the MAV? (Not Hard At All, Slightly Hard, Somewhat Hard, Fairly Hard,
Very Hard)
• Overall
• In a straight line
• Around corners
• Through a narrow doorway
3) Do you feel like you were aware of your proximity to obstacles in the environment? (Not Aware, Slightly
Aware, Somewhat Aware, Mostly Aware, Absolutely Aware)
• Overall
• In the straight hallway
• While turning corners
• While approaching the doorway
• While entering the room
• While locating the sign in the room
4. How well did you feel you performed on the following aspects of the task? (Very Poor, Poor, Satisfactory,
Good, Excellent)
• Controlling the MAV using nudge controls
• Avoiding walls and obstacles
• Locating and reading the sign
5. Frustration: How frustrated were you during the task? (Not at all, Minimally Frustrated, Somewhat
Frustrated, Moderately Frustrated, Very Frustrated)
6. Time: During the task did you feel rushed or like you wouldn't be able to ﬁnish in time? (Not at all, Only a
little, Neutral, Moderately rushed, Very rushed)
7. Please indicate how well you understood each of the following parts of the application. (Poorly
Understood, Somewhat Understood, Well Understood, Did not use)
• Moving the helicopter
• Rotating the helicopter
• Changing Altitude

Without CODA mean
(SD)

With CODA mean
(SD)

Z

p

3.00 (0.87)
3.80 (0.78)
2.69 (0.99)
2.14 (0.97)

3.06 (1.06)
3.74 (0.86)
2.97 (1.0)
2.24 (0.96)

0
-0.5
2.13
.721

1
.804
.040
.512

3.06 (1.0)
1.6 (0.88)
3.03 (1.1)
3.91 (1.1)

2.83 (1.1)
1.6 (0.82)
2.89 (1.3)
3.88 (0.98)

-1.84
0
-.639
-.293

.096
1
.579
.776

2.57 (1.1)
3.46 (1.1)
2.66 (1.1)
2.54 (1.2)
2.40 (1.2)
2.74 (1.2)

3.2 (1.0)
3.66 (1.2)
3.17 (1.2)
3.24 (1.1)
3.03 (1.1)
3.18 (1.3)

3.42
1.91
2.30
3.27
3.48
1.86

<.001
.074
.023
<.001
<.001
.071

2.63 (1.2)
2.09 (0.92)
2.86 (1.2)
2.83 (1.1)

2.83 (0.98)
2.46 (1.0)
2.91 (1.1)
2.63 (1.1)

1.33
2.49
.088
-1.56

.227
.013
.951
.139

2.80 (1.3)

2.66 (1.4)

-.852

.418

2.83 (0.45)
2.66 (0.59)
3.14 (0.91)

2.83 (0.51)
2.69 (0.63)
3.06 (0.94)

0
.447
0.84

1
1
0.53

r

0.25

0.41
0.23
0.27
0.39
0.42
0.22

0.30

However, some participants did not like the CODA display in cases
where it provided too much information or when information was
deemed unnecessary. Twelve participants (34%) said it was not useful
on the straight hallway, claiming that information was not necessary.
Nine participants (26%) did not like the CODA display when entering
the doorway, compared to the nineteen who did ﬁnd it helpful in the
doorway. Because of the small opening, the alert remained at the
highest level and these participants found that it did not provide additional useful information, as they just had to “ignore it and go for it”.
Four participants (11%) did not ﬁnd it useful when in a corner and two
(7%) said that the CODA display was least helpful in the room with
walls on all sides. Finally, one participant (3%) indicated that they did
not ﬁnd it useful during takeoﬀ.
Twelve out of 35 participants remarked that lag was a problem. The
simulator was designed to have lag that mimicked the lags seen in
outdoor testing, although the lag in the simulation environment was
typically more consistent. The framerate was set at 7 frames per second.
This is lower than in previous studies (Pitman and Cummings, 2012),
but the noise from signal interference that occurred in the outdoor
studies was not present. Although participants found the lag to be an
annoyance, the task performance indicates that most were able to
overcome or adjust to the lag.

indicator feel less precise. One participant suggested that the indicators
be shaped such that there is an outline that “ﬁlls up”, to establish a
baseline and make the relative levels clearer.
Eleven participants commented on the vibration feedback during
the post-study interview. Eight of them appreciated having the extra
vibration alert as it was “helpful” and “good for noticing things”.
However, there were some criticisms, including that it was “too sensitive” and “confusing.” One participant stated that after the initial alert,
there was not enough information to determine what to do as a result of
the alarm. Two participants, who liked the vibration alert, suggested
having the intensity or frequency increase (or decrease) as the alert
level increased (or decreased), which had been considered in the initial
alerting design, but was a limitation of the mobile device used in this
experiment. One participant stated that the alert was surprising at ﬁrst,
but felt comfortable after the practice session. One participant noted
that they reacted to the alert by stopping before considering the next
action and then moving on.
During the debrieﬁng interview, participants were asked which
parts of the course they found the CODA display most and least helpful.
Participants were able to choose multiple options and some also did not
provide answers.
Their responses showed that participants primarily relied on the
alerting interface in two areas of the course. First, 19 participants (54%)
used it when entering the room to help them center on the opening
before attempting to pass through the door. Second, 14 participants
(40%) found the CODA display useful when turning a corner. The
camera had only a 60° ﬁeld-of-view, so participants cannot see directly
to the side of the vehicle. Without the CODA display, participants would
often turn too soon and have to maneuver sideways before going down
the next hallway. Five participants (14%) found it useful when approaching a wall in a room.

11. Conclusion and future work
We presented the CODA interface, which provides visual and haptic
information about obstacles in the environment and warnings of potential collisions, without substantially increasing the required training
or mental workload. A preliminary proof-of-concept study demonstrated feasibility of the CODA system in a real-world, outdoor scenario.
A subsequent formal user evaluation in a simulated indoor environment
9
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